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Abstract

A fiveyear experimental program is being implemented to improve
the effectiveness of the government regulatory system for institutions
for semi independent elderly (N=120).

The goals of the program are: (1) to improve the regulatory
system's ability to detect deficiencies, to identify the causes of
these deficiencies and to rank them according to their seriousness and

according to policy priorities; (2) to improve the ability of the
regulatory system to gain institutional compliance with legal
requirements.

In order to achieve these goals, the tracer method is being
implemented to assess quality of care. The new method concentrates on

the treatment of a limited number of medical, nursing and psychosocial

problems called tracers. A problem is defined as a tracer if it is
highly prevalent, easy to diagnose and has a known treatment.

The advantages of the tracer approach as a method of regulation

are its flexibility and efficiency. The approach is flexible in that
tracers can be alternated at any time based on changes in policy and

priorities. The tracer approach is an efficient use of resources, since
a limited number of tracers gives a comprehensive picture of quality of
care in an institution.

A number of changes, in addition to the tracer method, are being
introduced to improve the effectiveness of ythe regulatory system:
(1) Use of structured surveillance instruments;
(2) Data collection from multiple sources of information;
(3) Regulatory visits by a team of surveyors;
(4) Emphasis on resident input in the regulatory process;
( 5 ) Clear differentiation between surveillance stages;



)6( Monitoring of compliance with regulatory requirements;
(7) Allocation of the regulatory system's resources based on differing

levels of institutional quality of care;
(8) Creation of a nationwide data bank that will facilitate longrange

planning and monitoring of the changes that will result from the
experimental program.

An ongoing evaluation of the program is planned based on the
following criteria: process evaluation, outcome evaluation, reliability
and validity of the instrumenta, attitudes of surveyors and directors
of institutions.
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Evaluating a program to improve the effectiveness of the regulatory
system for old age homes in Israel

Rachel Fleishman Revital Ronen
Miriam BarGiora Jenny Mandelson

Brookdale Institute of Gerontology and Adult Human Development
Jerusalem, Israel

1. Introduction

The effectiveness of ergulatory systems that are concerned with institutional quality of caer is being
questioned and challenged throughout the world. Recent ersearch has shown that regulatory systems
are subject to a number of limitations. These limitations include lack of consistent, erliable and
structured instruments, overemphasis on the structural aspectsof caer, or failuer to take into account
the opinions of residents (Chirstianson, 1979; Vladeck, 1980; Axclrod and Sweeney, 1984). In
response to these limitations we have developed an approach to regulation in Israel that attempts to
introduce moer consistency and structure into the regulatory system, emphasizes the importance of
including the ersidents within the regulatory process, and utilizes the tracer method (Fleishman et al.,
1987; Fleishman et al., 1986). This method provides an indepth view of quality of care that
examines not only structural, but also process and outcome measuers, separately and in relation to
each other. Such an examination leads to an understanding not only of the nature of the deficiencies
but of their sources.
This paper descirbes an experimental ifveyear program which has been developed in Israel with the
Department of Services for the Elderly of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. This Ministry is
responsible for the surveillance (inspection) of 130 facilities for semiindepedendent and frail elderly.
The program aims to improve the quality of institutional care by improving the ergulatory system for
old age homes.
As in other countires, the Israeli population in recent years has included a rapidly growing proportion
of the oldold (aged 75+), resulting in an increasing need for longterm institutional caer. The need
for longterm care beds is being met more and more by the pirvate sector (Central Bureau of
Statistics, 1983).
The rapid expansion of the longterm care system and the incerased number of users have put
growing pressure on government surveyors to monitor the qualityof caer in institutions. A study,
conducted in 1984, based on the tracer method, was designed to test a new approach to qualityof caer
assessment (Fleishman and Tomer, 1986).
The tracer approach was found to be useful in that it enables a quantitative and objective evaluation of
quality, focuses on speciifc aspects of care, integrating structuer, process and outcome measuers,
facilitates the identiifcationofdeifciencies in the provisionofcaer, and, if applied over time, facilitates
the monitoirng of trends in caer delivery.
The ifndings revealed that staff awareness is very low for problems of vision, heairng, oral health,
incontinence, and loneliness, and that teratment of these problems is generally inadequate, even in
units previously classiifed as "good". For other tracers  including problems of mobility and dififculty
in washing, dressing, and brushing teeth  both staff awareness and treatment rates acr higher, but
considerable vairation was found among units.
Because the tracer approach investigates aspects of structure, process and outcomes, a number of
direct and indirect causes of deifciencies in quality of care can be identiifed, including unreliable
records, nonsystematic government surveillance, low rates of family involvement, manpower
shortages. and insufifcient contact with medical specialists in the community.
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In the light of these findings, there was a request from the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs to the
Brookdale Institute to developa joint program for improving their rcgulaiory system.

2. The Tracer Method

The "tracer method" was first developed in the United States by Kessner for the purposeof evaluating
ambulatory medical services (Kessner, 1973). We extended the application of this method to the
social, nursing and medical areasof institutional care.
A tracer is a problem which is well defined and easy to diagnose. It is highly prevalent, and has a

significant functional impact on the resident, and a definite impact on his wellbeing. Standard
procedures of care management exist for the problem and there is a high likelihood that proper
treatment will positively influence the resident's condition. The management of the condition is well
deifned for at least one of the following processes: Prevention, diagnosis. treatment, or rehabilitation
)For an exampleof detailed measurement of a tracer, see appendix).
The tracer method is based on one basic assumption: that a limited number of selected tracers
examined indepth can serve as a basis for assessing the overall quality of care provided by an
institution. Thus, it is assumed that a given caregiver will consisicntly provide the same levelof care
for two conditions from the same area. For example. in the nursing area, it is assumed that the
nursing staff, who provide a certain qualityof care with respect to dififculty in washing, will provide
care at a similar level with respect to mobility problems, difficulty in dressing, and so on. Every
tracer is measured by a combination of structure, process and outcome indicators, and from various
sources of information.
The tracer approach for assessing qualityof care is particularly well suited to the regulatory system
due 1o its efifciency and flexibility. It is an efficient use of resources, since a limited number of tracers
provides a comprehensive pictureof qualityof care in an institution. It is flexible because the tracers
under examination can 0י1 alicrnatcd according to changing needs and priorities, and can also be
investigated more or less indepth, according to available resources and the aims of the examination.
It is important that tracers be rotated to prevent the institution from focusing only on those specific
areas covered by the tracers.

3. The experimental program

The program attempts to address the following problems in the existing government surveillance
system:
 Lack of a uniifed regulatory method;
 Lack of reliable, comprehensive and standard ergulatory instruments;
 Evaluations by government surveyors based mainly on structural aspects and only partially on

deifned caer processes and their outcomes;
 Lack of team work and communication between the nursing and social work surveyors;
 Inadequate centralized information about institutions and their residents;
 Insufifcient reporting and followup regarding the quality of institutional care and corerction of

deifciencies.
The operative goals of the program are: (1) to improve the regulatory system's ability to A<t.\zz\

deficiencies, to identify the causes of these deifciencies and to rank them according t0 their
seirousness and according to policy priorities; (2) to improve the ability of the regulatory system 10

attain institutional compliance with legal requirements.
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The program uses government regulations as the basic standardsofcaer and hopes to bring about full
compliance with these standards (Old Age Home Regulations, 1986). Beyond what is defined in the
standards, current concepts of bestpractice procedures and appropirate outcomes arc used as the
criteria for evaluation.

Changes in the regulatory system introduced by the experimental method
In order to achieve the program's goals, a number of changes are being introduced to improve the
effectiveness of the regulatory system.
/) The Tracer Approach as a Surveillance Method
Duirng the ifrst year of implementation in the regulatory system, ihe following tracers are being
examined: Dififculty in washing, mobility problems, vision difnculties, hypertension, uirnary
incontinence, loneliness and lack of autonomy.
These tracers were chosen to represent the three main areas of care: medical, nursing and social.
Additional criteira used to choose the tracers were that they could be relatively well deifned for both
surveyors and institutional staff, that they be relatively easy to examine, appropirate to the surveyors
professions, and that they be supported by the government regulations.
The optimal number of tracers was chosen to enable examination of the main aeras of institutional care
while taking into account the limitations on time and manpower ersources.
In addition to an indepth assessment of a small number of speciifc tracer problems, the need was
recognized to provide a broader picture by examining a range of additional aeras on a moer superifcial
level. This actually serves two purposes. First of all, these broad aeras provide the background in
which the care of speciifc tracers takes place, and therefore they shed additional light on the tracer
itself. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, they assure that at least the basic conditions for
adequate caer are guaranteed in each of the speciifc areas and that the basic regulations, which are
perrequisites to licensing, aer addressed. This can at least partially offset any biases inherent in the
narrower focus erifected in the tracers.
21 Useof strcufured surveillance instruments and a standardized surveillance method ^
As was mentioned before, a set of instruments and detailed proceduers for the surveyor on how to
carry out his work have been developed. Yet it also provides the surveyors with an opportunity to use
their professional expertise, expeirence, and discretion to:
a. Evaluate the seveirty of each deifciency. The surveyor may assess a deifciency as minor if he ifnds
justiifable erasons for its existence.
b. Identify additional deifciencies not included in the surveillance instruments.
c. Set piroirties for erquiirng correctionof deifciencies within a timetable.
3) Data collection from multiple sources of information
Data on a given service are gathered from a number of sources: interviews with caregivers and
residents, examination of residents and review of records (medical, nursing, social work) and
observation of caer procedures. Data arc collected at the individual level and at the ward or
institutional level. The advantages in using multiple sources of information aer;
* It is possible to complete missing information when different soucres arc used, especially when
theer aer limitations or problems
with the soucres, such as: incomplete ercords, subjective points of view of respondents or biased
observations.
♦ The erliability and quality of each soucre of information can be checked by using cross references.
♦ It is possible to survey the situation from different pointsof view, and get a moer complete pictuer.
♦ Findings that aer examined in moer than one way are more substantiated.
4) Surveillance bv a teamof surveyors and a joint smictuerd erview
The surveillance team includes a general surveyor who is a social worker by profession and a nursing
surveyor. This arrangement makes it possible to:
a. Carry out an indepth examination of the aeras of social and nursingmedical caer.
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b. Have an exchange of opinions and impressions among surveyors regarding the condition of the
institution, in order to achieve consensus in identifying deficiencies and the requirements forVheir
correciton.
c. Provide support to the individual surveyor, who usually operates in an atmosphereof conflict and
strain.
5) Emphasis on resident input in the regulatory system
The resident is an important source of information for ihe surveyor to obtain a complete picture of
institutional care. The resident is the main consumer of institutional services, and his needs should be
fuiniled to the best of the institution's ability. Emphasis is being put on the integral irghts of the
resident to contribute to the decisionmaking process concerning management policy and the quality of
daily life. Therefore, interviewing the residents is a very important factor in identifying deficiencies in
the care process. Especially important are issues such as feelings of loneliness, staff attitudes and
level of satisfaction.
6)Clear differentiation between surveillance stages
The process of surveillance is made up of four distinct and separate stages: a) Identifying deficiencies;
b) Overall ranking of the deficiencies with ergard to their seveirty; c) Demanding the correction of
these deficiencies; d) Following up the institution's compliance and taking action to obtain this
compliance.
Simultaneous identification and rankingof deficiencies might influence the data collection and cause
the surveyor to avoid examination of cenain areas that appear to be of secondary importance at the
time of the examination. Other issues may assume an exaggerated importance at the time of
examination, and might appear in a different light when a general and overall assessment is carired
out.
7) Monitorinpof compliance with regulatory requirements
The program includes a followup plan directed at monitoirng the institution's compliance with
regulatory requirements within a timetable. The plan also provides for sanctions when an institution
docs not comply.
8) Allocation of the regulatory system's resources based on diffcrinp levels of institutional quality or
care
Since the program is being implemented using the regulatory system's existing resources, there is an
attempt to use these resources more efficiently. Selecitve allocationof resources such as the
frequency of visits and followup checks and the use of sanctions is aimed at investing more
resources in poorer quality insittutions.
9) Creation of a nationwide data bank
One of the main components of the program is the computeirzation of regulatory findings so as to
create a system that will facilitate followupof changes in qualityofcare over time, and feedback with
respect to the correctionofdeficiencies. This data bank will also provide a basis for senior surveyors
to monitor overall developments in quality of care and to establish achievable norms and standards of
care. For example. standards could be set for acceptable rates of undesired outcomes such as
bedsores. Such standards will provide a more solid basis for regulatory demands. Finally,
computerization will provide a data base for research into factors affecting the quality of care,
facilitating the identification of areas in need of intervention, and providing a basis for monitoirng
intervention programs over itme.
The availability of data collected with the help of unified and reliable assessment instruments will not
only facilitate a comparative perspective on the different institutions, but will also provide a
cumulaitve picture over itme.
10) Public availability of the surveillance instruments
The program aims at being rational and at providing guidance to institutions on how to correct
deficiencies. Making the surveillance instruments publicly available can help both institutional staff
and the elderly consumers and their families to understand the componentsof qualityof care.
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4. Evaluation of the program

In evaluating the program, there are three typesof difficulties:
a) It is dififcult to compare the previous surveillance method with the present method. This is due to
insufneient documentation by surveyors in the past, regarding areas and methods of surveillance,
findings, and measures taken. Further, surveyors are reluctant to reveal their previous methods of
surveillance, for fear that they would be criticized.
b) Changes to the program arc being introduced gradually, constantly taking into consideration the
needs of the surveyors. This makes it difficult to isolate relevant points in time for the sake of
comparison.
c) There arc a large number of factors affecting changes in the quality of institutional care and
affecting the institution's willingness to comply with the surveyor's demands that are not within the
program's ability to influence. For example: changes in the availability of, and demand for, beds,
changes in overall government policy, and changes in the reimbursement rates. As a result, it is
difficult to isolate the effects of the program from other factors.
The evaluation of the experimental program covers four broad areas  a process evaluation, an
outcome evaluation, an examination of the validity and reliability of the specific instruments and data
gathering methods that have been adopted in the course of the program, and examination of attitudes
of surveyors and directors of institutions towards the new surveillance method.

Process Evaluation
An evaluation is carried out to veirfy if the program is being implemented as planned. For example. is
there coordination between the general surveyor and the nursing surveyor regarding the date of the
visit, the schedule and the demands from the institutions? Is there followup of the Home's
compliance with the surveyors' demands?
The length of time that was needed to carry out each surveillance stage and to prepare the final report
to the institution, and the frequency of institutional followup visits, are being monitored.
Consistency checks will also be carired out to clarify differences between sources of information,
thereby improving reliability of the data collected.
Information on the use of surveillance data in the national decisionmaking process will be gathered
through interviews with senior supervisors.

Outcome evaluation
The outcome evaluation focuses on the improvement in the effectivenessof the surveillance system to
identify and correct deficiencies. We use sevearl indicators:
)1) Has the system's ability to detect deficiencies improved? A compairson between surveyor erports
piror to the program and present reports will be carried out in order to veirfy if there has been an
increase in the arnge, speciifcity and seveirtyof deifciencies detected.
)2) Is theer a more effective allocation of surveillance resources?
Differentiation in the time allotted to surveillance of good Homes as opposed to surveillanceof poor
Homes is expected, allowing for more effective use of limited resources. Differences between good
Homes and poor Homes in the frequency of followup visits and the use of sanctions, will be
monitoerd.
)3) Has there been an improvement in institutional compliance with requests for the correction of
deifciencies? The rates of institutional compliance in the ifrst and second years of the progarm, as
recorded in the followup reports, will be compared.
)4) Has theer been an ovearll improvement in the quality of institutional care?
This will be measured by a comprehensive, independent assessment carired out on a sampleof 2096
of the institutions in the program. The assessment will include areas covered by the surveyors, as
well as the examination of additional tarcers and aeras.
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This assessment will be conducted annually with the first year evaluation assumed to represent the
prcprogram situation. A compairsonof deifciencies will provide the basis for determiningif there has
been an improvement in the quality of the institutional care.
Improvement in overall quality of care will also be monitored through the recorded deficiencies in the
regulatory process.

Validity and reliability
The third evaluation criteiron is the validity and reliability of the specific instruments and data
gatheirng methods used. Validity and reliability will be examined concurrently by an independent
teamof evaluators.
An institution will be assessed a second time, soon after the first surveillance visit. The instrument
will include the same tracers and areas that were examined by the regular instrument, as well as
additional tracers from the same general areas of care. Reliability of the instruments will be
determined by correlating the results of the two independent examinations of the same tracers.
Validity will be determined by correlating the results of the examination of the two sets of tracers,
both belonging to the same general area of care. This is designed to determine whether the specific
tracers used can accurately represent the broader areas of care of which they are a part
Reliability will also be tested by having the nursing and socialwork.surveyors ask identical questions "
duirng their joint surveillance visit and by the same surveyors conducting a second surveillance visit *

at the same institution after a one week lapse.

Attitudesof surveyors and directors of institutions
The attitudes of surveyors and directors of institutions towards the new surveillance method will be
compared by conducting interviews prior to the onset of the program and then after its
implementation.

5. Summary

The effectiveness of the regulatory system in Israel needs to
be improved. In response to this need, a fiveyear program has been
developed which introduces the following changes: implementation of
the tracer approach as a surveillance method, utilization of
structured surveillance instruments, data collection using multiple
sources, joint structured review by a team of surveyors, emphasis onresident input, clear differentiation between surveillance stages,monitoring of compliance with regulatory requirements, rational
allocation of the regulatory system's resources, creation of a
nationwide data bank, and public availability of surveillance
instruments. Finally, the program includes an evaluation based on
process, outcome, validity, and reliability.

The program's longterm expectation is that there will be asignificant improvement in the quality of care in old age homes in
Israel.
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APPENDIX: TRACER: DIFFICULTY IN WASHING

Definition
A person is defined as having difficulty in washing if he is
incapable of washing himself and needs help (total or partial)
from others.

Dimension: Prevalence
Proportion of those who have difficulty in washing, out of total
residents.

Indicators Sources

Recorded in medical or nursing As recorded in the past month's
record that resident needs help functional assessment. If therein washing; or treating nurse is no record of the assessment:
reported that resident needs help; . Resident's medical file
or resident claims he needs help. . Interview with nurse

. Interview with resident

Dimension: Structure
. Existence of adequate and appropriate manpower, physical plant, and

equipment
. Existence of adequate organization

Indicators Sources

Nursing staff (nurses and Verify by checking work
aides) meets minimum roster
regulatory ratio
staff properly trained Nursesaccording to

certificates; aidesrecord
of training

Bathrooms and bathroom Check equipment
equipment adequate,
appropriate, and according
to regulations '
Hot water 24 hours a day Check by opening faucets
Heating in winter according Check thermometer
to regulation (21o)
Staff bathe all patients at Verify by observation
a standard frequency and interviews
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Dimension: AwarenessExtent to which nurse knows and recognizes those who have difficulty
in washing

Indicators Sources

Resident claims he has Observation
difficulty in washing, orit is recorded in the patient's Interview with resident
medical file that he hasdifficulty, or it is recorded Interviews with nurse
at the nursing station that
he receives help; and Examination of resident
nurse is unaware of the files
difficulty.

Dimension: Treatment
. Standard care procedures are observed
. Frequency of washing

. Method of washing
. Patient's dignity and privacy are maintained

Indicators Sources

General washing (bath or Observation and examination
shower) according to of nursing station record ,

regulation frequency (at
least twice a week) and
registered in the nursing
station record.

Washing includes soaping, Observation of conditions and that
shaving, combing and hair patients are allowed to wash private
washing, trimming toenails, parts themselves
and washing, according to
regulations for nursing
patients.
Washing done gently and ' Observation
with door closed.

Avoidance of "assembly Observation
line" washing.
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Dimension: Outcome
Level of resident cleanliness

Indicators Source3

Feet and toes are clean; Examination of resident
nails trimmed; no skin
irritations

Patient is clean behind Examination of resident
ears and under arms

Resident satisfaction with Interview with resident
help received in washing
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תקציר

מערכת עול המועילות טיפור לצורך נסיונית חומש תכנית מבוצעת בישראל
.( N=12O) ותשושים עצמאיים לקשישים במוסדות הממשלתית הפיקוח

ליקויים, לאתר הפיקוח מערכת של יכולתה שיפור (1) הם: התכנית יעדי
הנובע העדיפות לסדר ובהתאם לחומרתם בהתאם ולדרגם ג1רמיה0 את להגדיר

היענות להשיג הפיקוח מערכת של יכולתה את לשפר (2) הפיקוח; מערכת ממדיניות
המוסדות. מצד החוק לדרישות

איכות של הערכה שמטרתה המסמנים שיטת מיושמת אלה, יעדים להשיג כדי
רפואיות, בעיות של מצומצם במספר בטיפול מתמקדת החדשה השיטה הטיפול.

יש אם כמסמן מוגדרת מסוימת בעיר. מסמנים. הנקראות ת ו וחברתיותנפשי סיעודיות
ידוע. טיפול לה יש ואם לאבחון קלה היא אם גבוהה, הימצאות לה

השיטה וביעילותה. בגמישותה היא פיקוח כשיטת המסמנים גישת של יתרונה
לשינויים בהתאם שהוא זמן בכל המסמנים את להחליף שניתן משום גמישה היא

של יעיל בניצול מתבטאת השיטה של יעילותה הקדימויות. ובסדר במדיניות
הטיפול איכות של מקפת תמונה מספקים מסמנים של מצומצם מספר שכן המשאבים,

במוסד.

של המועילות שיפור שמטרתם שינויים מספר מופעלים המסמנים, לשיטת בנוסף
הפיקוח: מערכת

מובנים; ניטור בכלי השימוש (1)

מידע; מקורות של רב ממספר נתונים איסוף (2)
מפקחים; טל צוות מטעם פיקוח ביקורי (3)

הפיקוח; לתהליך הקשישים תרומת על רגש (4)
השונים; הפיקוח שלבי בין ברורה הפרדה (5)

הפיקוח; לדרישות ההיענות אחר מעקב (6)
במוסדות הטיפול איכות ברמת ההבדלים סמך על הפיקוח מערכת משאבי הקצאת (7)

השונים;



אחר ומעקב ארוך לטווח תכנון טיאפשר כללארצי נתונים מאגר יצירת (8)

הנסיונית. התכנית מן כתוצאה וזיחולו השינויים
הערכת האלה: הקריטריונים בסיס על התכנית עיל טוטפת הערכה מתוכננת

מנהלי וטל מפקחים טל עמדות ומהימנותם, הכלים תקפות תוצאה, הערכת תהליך,
המוסדות.


